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Diesel Generator Start when back feeding Powerboard 102 from Powerboard 16
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ABSTRACT

on June 1, 1984, during a refueling outage, work was to be done on breaker R1012,
which supplies 4160 Volt Powerboard 102. This made it necessary to backfeed
Powerboard 102 through 600 Volt Powerboard 16. Breaker R1012 was opened in
preparation for this maintenance. Immediately thereafter, new protective relays ,

'sensed undervoltage on 4160 Volt Powerboard 102. As a result, tie breaker R1042
tripped, and Diesel Generator 102 started at approximately 1000 hrs. The undervoltage
condition experienced on 4160 Volt Powerboard 102 was due to the combination of
the voltage drops associated with the backfeeding process and the new 4160 Volt
Powerboard 102 protective relay settings (which are considerably higher than
previously set). Immediate corrective action taken included returning to the
normal 115K Volt supply on Powerboard 102. Operating procedures are being reviewed
to determine if any procedural changes are required which will prevent this type
of event from occurring in the future.
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TEXT

On June 1, 1984, during a refueling outage, maintenance work was to be done on
breaker R1012, which supplies 4160V Powerboard 102. This made it necessary te
backfeed Powerboard 102 through 600V Powerboard 16. The interlock between sections
A and B on Powerboard 16 was defeated to allow tie breaker R1042 to be closed, which
completed the backfeed to 4160V Powerboard 102. At that point, breaker R1012 was
opened in preparation for maintenance. Immediately after this breaker was opened,
new protective relays sensed an undervoltage condition on 4160V Powerboard 102. As
a result, tie breaker R1042 was tripped and Diesel Generator 102 started at
approximately 1000 hrs. The undervoltage condition experienced on 4160V Powerboard
102 was due to the combination of the voltage drops associated with the backfeeding
process and the new 4160V Powerboard 102 protective relay settings (which are
considerably higher than previously set).

ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL SAFETY CONSEQUENCES

There are no potential safety consequences arising out of this event because:
1) the reactor was in cold shutdown and subcritical; 2) all control rods were fully ,

iinserted at the time of the event; 3) there were no loads on the 4160V Powerboard
102 at the time of the event; and 4) all engineered safety features involved in
this event operated as des 3gned; therefore there was no possibility of damage
to the plant or danger to plant personnel arising out of this event. The
effect of this event on the plant and its personnel, had the plart been at any other
power IcVel, would still be negligibic, because all of the engineered safety features
involved in this event operated as designed.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Immediate corrective action taken included returning to the normal 115KV supply
on Powerboard 102. Operating procedures are being reviewed to determine if any
procedural changes are required which will prevent this type of event from occurring
in the future,
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NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORPORATION

NIAGARA MOHAWA

300 ERIE BOULEVAMD. WEST
SYRACUSE, N. Y.13202

June 29, 1984

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desh
Waskington, DC. 20555

ret Docket No.'50-220
LER 84-12

Gentlenent

In accordance wi. tit 10 CFR 50.75, we hereby subnLt the fattowing
Licensee Event Repods

LER 84-12 Which is being subnitted in accordance with
10 CFR 50.75 (a)(2)(iv), "Any event or condition
that resulted in manual or automatic actuation of
ant) Engineered Safetij Fea.ture (ESF), inciuding
the Reac. tor Protect on Sys. tem (RPS) ."

A 10 CFR 50.72 report uts made at 1015 hrs on June 1,1984 This
report ets completed in the format designated in NUREG-1022, dated
September 1985.

Vert) traitj tjours,

e-

Thomas E. Lempges
Vice President
Nuclear Generation

TEL/to
: attachments
ces ' Dr. Thomas E. Mtiet)

Regional Administrator
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